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Joan’s Hand (after Jules Bastien Lepage) 100 x 70 cm, 
2017
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Lost in Space Scenarios, pencil on paper, 2009




The Garden of Forking Paths, pencil on paper, size-for size 
facsimile, 2013
Babel 18 (The Garden of Forking Paths), 2013
Drawn from image of Jorge Luis Borges notebook
Babel 18 (The Garden of Forking Paths)
Fake/Copy
Babel 13 (paint on paper, 2013)
A man sets out to draw the world. As the 
years go by, he peoples a space with 
images of provinces, kingdoms, 
mountains, bays, ships, islands, fishes, 
rooms, instruments, stars, horses, and 
individuals. A short time before he dies, he 
discovers that the patient labyrinth of lines 
traces the lineaments of his own face. 
Jorge Luis Borges, Afterword in The Aleph, translated  by Andrew Hurley, (London: 
Penguin,1998) p. 183
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Goldsmith Memo, pencil on paper, size-for size facsimile, 2010
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Art History Book, pencil on paper, size-for size facsimile, 2009
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Sala delle Asse, Castello Sforzesco, Milan, painted by Leonardo da Vinci, 
c.1498
Sala delle Asse, Castello Sforzesco, under restoration, 2013

Sala delle Asse, sketch made following visit, pencil & paint on paper 
(2016)
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https://macchia-
2017.herokuapp.com
Tycho Crater, pencil on paper, 2016
Verso of J.M.W.Turner painting of the sky, medium unknown (digital 
image), 2016. Macchia series
Field of wheat, medium unknown (digital image), 2016
On the production of thought, as interpreted by Macchia app
Joan’s Hand, as interpreted by Macchia app
On the production of thought, work in progress, pencil on paper, 
2014
On the production of thought, pencil on paper, 100 x 70 cm, 2015
On the production of thought, as interpreted by Macchia app 
On the production of thought, as interpreted by Macchia app as 
Tycho sky map
Left: My drawing of Borges’ The Garden of Forking Paths
Right: Image of a skirt as interpreted by Macchia app
My Problem Child, pencil on paper (2014)
Strange Forest, My Problem Child (previous) as interpreted by 
Macchia app
Strange Forest, as interpreted by Macchia app
Strange Forest, as interpreted by Macchia app
A Street in Venice (after John Singer Sargent),  pencil on paper, 
2004
A Street in Venice, as interpreted by Macchia app
Pearl Diver, pencil on paper, 2013
Best guess for this image: photograph
And this thinking, fed by the present, works with the 
‘thought fragments’ it can wrest from the past and gather 
about itself. Like a pearl diver who descends to the 
bottom of the sea, not to excavate the bottom and bring it 
to light but to pry loose the rich and the strange, the 
pearls and the coral in the depths and carry them to the 
surface, this thinking delves into the depths of the past –
not in order to resuscitate it the way it was and contribute 
to the renewal of extinct ages. What guides this thinking 
is the conviction that although the living is subject to the 
ruin of time, the process of decay is at the same time a 
process of crystallization…
W.G. Sebald The Emigrants, translated by Michael Hulse (London: Harvell, 1996) P.46 

